INTRODUCTION 1
Misclassification of a categorical variable occurs when an observation is listed in a category than where it truly belongs. If the outcome variable can take on values in J mutually exclusive categories, the "true" value can be incorrectly classified into one of the remaining J-1 categories, resulting in ( 1) J J − ways that the outcome could be misclassified. In the dichotomous case misclassification means that one or more of the observations in the outcome variable with a true value of '0' are observed as '1', or one or more of the true '1's are observed as '0's, or both. When the misclassified variable happens to be the dependant variable, probit or logit estimates may lead to biased and inconsistent estimates if the misclassification is ignored or modeled incorrectly (Hausman, 2001 ).
Misclassification of a variable can happen for various reasons, although one can categorize them broadly into two reasons; response error on the part of the individual being observed, or data (entry) error which occurs after a respondent has given a response. In labor market data, for example, some respondents may misreport their employment status or a correctly reported labor status may be mistranscribed (Chua and Fuller, 1987 ; Poterba and Summers, 1995) . If the misclassification is due to response error, the error is often unambiguous. In the labor market case, for example, there should be no obstacle to unambiguously observing one's own employment status, and in any case an outside observer should be able to correctly identify the response error given the same information as the respondent. Moreover, a properly informed respondent who understands the question and categories would have no problem assigning herself correctly.
However, not all response errors are so unambiguously identified. For example, when a medical condition has no clear objective measure, patients' perceptions of improvement are subjective (Murphy et al., 2011) . Self-reported measures of an outcome are most commonly used when no objective measure exists. Such a case is more complicated than when there are objective measures because a respondent may misreport her category genuinely believing that it is correct, and the misclassification is thus integrated into the measurement process. If such misreporting is systematically related to covariates of the respondents true category, then misclassification is endogenous to the model. This is the case we explore here, when the probability of misclassification is observation specific and dependent on covariates, and there is no objective measure of which category is correct.
Subjective measurement, of course, need not lead to misclassification. In a conceptual sense, it may seem impossible for a subjective measure to be "wrong".
However, most empirical analysis requires some sense of comparison of measures across individuals. We see two potential sources for endogenous misclassification. The first is a systematic bias, compared to others offering their own assessments, that depends on covariates that may or may not also determine the assessment. For example, in "before"
and "after" studies of a treatment, the anchoring of responses to the first measure can lead to systematic bias in the second. Program evaluators and quality of life researchers often refer to such a case as "response shift" bias (Schwartz and Sprangers, 1999; Brossart et al., 2002) . Murphy, et. al. (2011) show a framing effect that also can lead to a systematic bias that differs from a response shift bias.
A second potential source of misclassification comes from the measurement instrument itself. When assignment is subjective, it is usual to offer several categories of subjective evaluation using a Likert-type scale. For example, in medical studies, the categories of choice after a treatment might include several gradations from "made much better" to "made much worse." Such a measuring stick can also lead to misclassification due to what we term "Likert imbalance bias".
2
Previous work on misclassified dependant variable includes Chua and Fuller (1987) , Poterba and Summers (1995) , Hausman et al. (1998) , Abrevaya and Hausman (1999) , Lewbel (2000) and Dustmann and van Soest (2000) . Chua and Fuller (1987) present a useful parametric model that can be estimated using Non-Linear Least Squares, incorporating all ( 1) J J − misclassification possibilities of an outcome variable with J categories. The procedure, however, requires a minimum of three independent sets of survey responses by re-interviewing the original respondents, and has a limited practical usage. The conditional logit procedure proposed in Poterba and Summers (1995) also incorporates all possibilities of misclassification and requires misclassification 2 In the appendix we expand on this idea.
probabilities found by analyzing the discrepancies between interview and re-interview outcomes. Hausman et al. (1998) and Abrevaya and Hausman (1999) extend the analysis when misclassification probabilities cannot be independently verified to provide parametric estimators of a model when the functional form of the distribution of the error term is known. The focus of Hausman et al. (1998) is a dichotomous outcome variable with two types of misclassification, which they denote as 0 α (the probability that a true 0 is recorded as a 1) and 1 α (the probability that a true 1 being recorded as 0) 3 .
They also provide a semi-parametric estimator for the case where the distribution of the error is unknown and the misclassification probabilities are constant (independent of all covariates). With their parametric approach the unknown misclassification probabilities are estimated simultaneously with the usual coefficients of the binary choice model. Their semi-parametric method provides consistent estimates of the model parameters, but not of the misclassification probabilities.
In Lewbel (2000) , the misclassification probabilities 0 α and 1 α are allowed to be covariate-dependant functions. The author shows that (given some regularity) the binary choice model with covariate-dependant misclassification is completely identified even when the functions 0 α , 1 α and the distribution of the error term are unknown. However, as the author acknowledges, his estimators are 'not likely to be very practical since they involve up to third order derivatives and repeated applications of nonparametric 3 Throughout this paper we use the same notation.
regression ' (pp. 607-608 ) . Non-availability of any empirical work exploiting the estimators proposed in Lewbel (2000) so far indicates the importance of a more practical estimator, even at the cost of some functional form assumptions. Dustmann and van Soest (2000) extend the parametric model of Hausman et al.
(1998) to a trichotomous case and apply it to analyze the speaking fluency of male immigrants in Germany. Their application, which uses self-reported data, is more related to the case discussed here than most early research on the subject, which focuses on labor market outcomes. However, Dustmann and van Soest (2000) maintain the assumption that all misclassification probabilities are constants.
Our paper extends the parametric approach of Hausman et al. (1998) in a different direction, generalizing their estimator to the case, where the misclassification probabilities are not constants, but instead are functions of one or more covariates 4 . The parametric estimator that we propose here is a more tractable way to identify the same model as Lewbel (2000) , conditional on functional form assumptions. The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we present our structural approach to deal with covariantdependant misclassification of the dependent variable and the identification requirements. Section 3 has a Monte Carlo experiment that compares our model with the ordinary probit model and the basic model presented in Hausman et al. (1998) . In section 4, we present an empirical application to demonstrate the applicability of the 4 Although such an extension is briefly discussed in section 5.5 of HAS, they do not fully characterize or implement the approach. A semi-parametric approach to deal with covariate-dependent misclassification of the dependent variable is discussed in detail in Abrevaya and Hausman (1999) . Our interest, however, is in the parametric model. model. Finally, in section 5 we discuss implications and conclusions from our generalization.
THE GENERALIZED MODEL TO CORRECT FOR COVARIATE-DEPENDANT MISCLASSIFICATION
Assume,
y is an unobserved latent variable such that
where, i X is a vector of observed independent variables, β is a vector of coefficients to be estimated and i ε is an iid error term with a known common distribution. We observe
If no misclassification is present, we always observe the dichotomous outcome variable, 
It follows that the overall stochastic mechanism that determines the values ultimately observed with random misclassification is a conditional Bernoulli process that can be characterized via the following general data generating process: β α α separately from 6 The relevant objective functions are given by equations (6) and (7) the misclassification probabilities 0 α and 1 α are respectively as in Lewbel (2000) . In particular, the in (3) and (4) are now given by ) ( ) 
relevant objective functions are given by equations (6) and (7) in Hausman et al. (1998) This also includes the case that one or both misclassification probabilities depend on variables that do not may include variables with coefficients equal to zero.
Of course, one could elaborate on this specification and provide a latent variable structure to the underlying misclassification probabilities that would lead to the CDF specification in (6) and (7 This condition, termed as the monotonocity condition in Hausman et al. (1998) must be satisfied to Hausman et al. (1998) . This also includes the case that one or both misclassification probabilities depend on variables that do not Of course, one could elaborate on this specification and provide a latent variable structure to the he CDF specification in (6) and (7). A Inserting the preceding generalized representation of the misclassification probabilities into (6), the expected value of the observed dependant variable with a covariatedependant misclassification can be defined as:
If the first elements of vectors .
Accordingly, equation (9) nests the basic model (model 1) presented in Hausman et al. (1998) , which is a statistically testable proposition. 
generalization of the model could include a correlated error structure between the error terms of the latent variable equations. 9 Moreover, if ( ) ( )
9) further collapses to a standard binary choice specification.
However, as discussed in footnote 10, it is not possible to directly test for this.
In the Monte-Carlo simulations and the application to real data that we present in subsequent sections, all the parameter estimations are based on MLE using equation (11).
We also assume that all three error terms are distributed normally.
As we explained earlier, HAS1 is a special case of our generalization, which we refer to hereafter as GHAS, without any covariates affecting each type of misclassification probabilities. The generalization of the Hausman et al. (1998) data generating process in (5) that applies to the GHAS specification is given by:
where u Uniform i
and again i ε in (1) 10 The standard probit model is not nested in GHAS in a directly testable manner and thus we propose this sequential procedure. As the misclassification probability, k
F which is −∞ in case of a normal distribution, potentially leading to convergence issues. As such, convergence issues of GHAS may indicate a misspecified model.
Identification of the parameters of (11) stems from the non-linearity of 0 1 , F F and F . The first order necessary conditions and the Fisher information matrix of (11) can be expressed as below. (13) ( )
where 
, ,
A merit of our estimator, however, is that the identification does not 
MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT
We set up a Monte Carlo experiment which mimics the experimental setup in Hausman et al. (1998) in order to assess the impact of covariate-dependant misclassification on estimates with and without an appropriate correction mechanism.
We first generated the X matrix in equation (1) including three random variables and a constant as covariates. Our X matrix is identical to the one they use in section 4 of their paper and comprises of 1 x , drawn from a lognormal distribution, 2 x , a dummy variable equal to one with probability 1/3, 3 x , a random variable distributed uniformly, and a constant. The econometric error term, ε , was drawn from a standard normal distribution. The parameter vector β also is identical to theirs. Based on this data generation process, the latent dependent variable is given by,
However, in our experiment the two types of misclassification probabilities are not constants; instead they are functions of subsets of X . More specifically, we have designed our experiment such that, the covariates in equations (6) and (7) (8) and (9) respectively as, 
where ( ) For each set of parameters, we generated a random sample, and used that sample to estimate the model parameters using, (i) the standard probit model (Probit); (ii) HAS1;
and ( 
which is not the usual case.
The overstated precision of estimates, together with a significant bias of estimates is a more severe issue than having the biased estimates alone. Even when the misclassification probabilities are 5%, which, as we show later, is far less than what we can expect with self-reported data, ordinary probit estimates are several standard deviations away from the true values, and any statistically significant estimates are but a mere illusion due to the false precision, and thus could lead a researcher towards incorrect conclusions. Only in two instances of our experimental runs did we find that the probit estimates were within one standard deviation from the true value.
Despite not being the correct model in the presence of covariate-dependant misclassification, HAS1 performs much better than the ordinary probit model. This is partly due to the presence of large random misclassification components in our experimental data samples. In real applications, misclassification may depend on a larger number of covariates and the random component of misclassification is likely to be much smaller relative to the systematic component. However, in our experimental runs, the standard errors of HAS1 estimates are more accurate and unlike the ordinary probit, the possibility that it would drive a researcher towards specious conclusions is remote.
But our experimental results show HAS1 clearly is not a substitute for GHAS.
Moreover, the superiority of GHAS over HAS1 and ordinary probit increases both with the misclassification probabilities and with the sample size. This holds when the probability of misclassification is symmetric and asymmetric. In addition to its superiority over other models in precisely estimating the coefficients of the main equation it also helps to correctly and precisely estimate the impact of each covariate on the two type of misclassification. The coefficient estimates of GHAS are almost always within 0.5 standard deviations away from the true value and in most cases within 0.25 standard deviations.
As a final check, we tested what damage is done using GHAS when the probabilities of misclassification are not covariate dependent, so HAS1 would be more appropriate. As reported in Table 4 , not surprisingly HAS1 is more efficient than GHAS.
However, using GHAS when the misclassification is not covariate dependant does little harm.
APPLICATION TO ESTIMATE THE EFFECIVENESS OF A FAMILY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
We demonstrate the applicability of GHAS by using it to estimate the determinants of improvement in family functioning after participating in the Families attend SFP once a week for seven weeks and participate in educational activities that bring parents and their children together in learning environments designed to strengthen entire families through improved family communication, parenting practices, and parents' family management skills 12 .
Applicability of the Model
The dependant variable of our application is a binary indicator equal to 1 if a participant's self-reported family functionality level after the program is higher than the pre-program level. This indicator variable is derived using the pre-treatment and posttreatment scores measured on a Likert scale. One fundamental assumption that we make here is that there are true (latent) objective scores before and after the treatment, but neither the researcher nor the respondent observes these true values. Each participant makes a subjective assessment of her score and then translates it into an integer value within the range of the Likert scale used by the researcher. Response bias is the difference between the subjective measures of same objective outcome used by different individuals, while response shift bias comes from the response bias of the same individual changing at two measurement points (Sprangers and Hoogstraten, 1989; Hill and Betz, 2005 ).
Our study is essentially a "before-after" comparison at the surface. However, under certain assumptions the comparison is equivalent to true treatment effect. The family functionality of a household, the target of the intervention that we discuss here, in general is a slowly-changing variable and highly unlikely to change automatically within a 7-week period, the duration of the intervention, in the absence of an 'exogenous' shock.
This assumption leads two more results. First, any change in the family functionality of a participant's household is exclusively due to the program effect since the impact of any other potential factors is negligible. Second, the family functionality of non-participants does not change during this short period. The two results together imply that the "beforeafter" comparison is a good practical measure of treatment effect in our case.
Our concern here is the misclassification of the indicator variable of improvement that we derive. Both pre-treatment and post-treatment scores reported by each participant that we used to derive our variable of concern are not free of response bias.
However, if the magnitude of the bias remains unchanged after the program the reported scores show true improvement. The issue we face here is that the intervention not only changes the family functionality, but also the knowledge about it. As a result, participants recalibrate their metrics used to measure and report family functionality after the program. Suppose a participant reports her pre-treatment score is 2. After the program her family functionality has not changed but due to recalibrating of her metric she realizes that her initial score should be 3, which she reports as her post-treatment score.
A researcher now observes an improvement while she really has not improved contributing to misclassification probability 0 α . Suppose another participant reports her pre-treatment score as 4 but after recalibrating the metric she finds that her true score before the program should have only been 3 and now it has improved to 4. The researcher observed no improvement while she has really improved and we have misclassification type 1 α . Rosenman et al. (forthcoming) has shown that the impact of response bias and response shift bias is substantial in SFP data.
In addition to the misclassification in our binary variable due to response shift bias we suspect there is also Likert imbalance bias. Likert imbalance bias occurs when subjective measures are translated to a Likert scale value and may compliment the affect of response shift bias. We explain this concept in detail in the appendix.
By nature, the misclassification in our variable is probably not random. Any response shift change of a participant after the treatment likely depends on her family and social background including her demographics and the characteristics of her peers and the educator of the same SFP group, making HAS1 which assumes constant misclassification probabilities a poor choice. The impact of Likert imbalance bias too is uneven across participants with different reported pre-treatment family functioning levels. In particular, the participants who were at one of the extremes of the Likert scale at the beginning are more likely to unintentionally misreport. However, the information available with SFP dataset are highly limited and we only have some demographic information and reported pre-treatment and post-treatment scores of participants, which impacts not only the improvement in family functionality but also the misclassification probabilities. Accordingly, we have no way to proceed with the Lewbel (2000) approach, which requires at least one continuous variable affecting the improvement but not misclassification, even if we ignore computational complexity of his approach.
In addition to the variables that we have at hand unobserved individual effects are likely to affect the true improvement in family functionality as well as the response shift bias and a normal distribution appears the best functional form choice for these unobserved effects. This motivates us to choose normal CDF in place of 0 1 , F F and F . We have one variable, a dummy equal to one if the pre-score is near the upper bound, to Accordingly, we are not constrained by the unavailability of justifiable additional exclusion restrictions in vector i X , if we use GHAS.
Data
Our data consisted of 1,437 observations of parents who attended one of the 94 SFP cycles in Washington and Oregon states through [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . Variables used in the analysis, including definitions, and summary statistics are presented in Table 7 . The average family functioning, as measured by the change in self-assessed functioning from the pretest to the posttest increased from 3.98 to 4.27 after participation in SFP.
Seventy-one percent of the participants showed an improvement in family functioning.
The remaining 29% showed either a negative or no change in family functioning.
Twenty-five percent of the participants identified themselves as male, 72% as female, and 3% did not report their gender. Twenty-seven percent of the participants identified themselves as Hispanic/Latino, 60% as White, 2% as African-American; 4% as American Indian/Alaska Native, and 3% as other or multiple race/ethnicity, while 3% of the participants did not report their race/ethnicity. Seventy-four percent of the participants reported that they are living with a partner or a spouse, and 19% reported not having a spouse or partner. Almost 8% of participating parents did not report whether they are living with a partner or a spouse. The average of the within-cycle average pre-score was 3.99, not statistically different from the overall average pre-score of 3.98. The average of the within-program standard deviation of pre-score was 0.499, compared to the overall standard deviation of pre-score of 0.566. The implications of these statistics are that there does not seem to be much variation in the attendees of different cycles. Around 3% of the sample had reported pre-score values larger than 4.9.
We used the two gender related variables, the five variables related to race/ethnicity, the two variables related to partner/spouse, age, pre-score, withinprogram average and standard deviation of pre-score (despite the seeming consistency in those attracted to the program whenever and wherever it was offered) and a constant as the covariates of the main equation. Our covariates determining the propensity to record improvement as no-improvement ( 0 α ) were three race categories (native and other categories were combined with the category who did not report their race/ethnicity) 13 , age, pre-score, a dummy equal to 1 if the pre-score is larger than 4.9, and a constant. As the covariates determining the propensity to record no-improvement as improvement ( 1 α ) we used the same three race related variables, age, pre-score and a constant. The choice of these variables was partly motivated by the findings of Rosenman et al.
(forthcoming). The dummy equal to 1 if the pre-score is larger than 4.9 was used as a covariate because, as discussed in the appendix, people with very high initial functioning has little room to show improvement, even if they improve. Hence, this variable helps specifically to capture Likert scale bias, while serving as an exclusion restriction. A similar variable was not included among the covariates of equation (6) because only 3 participants had pre-scores below 1.5 and the lowest value of the scale, unlike the highest value, did not appear to be binding.
Analysis of Results
The results from GHAS, together with the results of HAS1 and traditional probit, are presented in tables 8 and 9. According to the probit model, improvement after participating in SFP is a function of four covariates. Male participants are less likely to improve after the program than are females and those who did not report their gender;
African Americans are less likely to improve than are other race categories; those who did not report whether they are living with a partner or a spouse are less likely to improve than the participants who reported that information; and, participants with higher prescores are less likely to improve than the participants with lower pre-scores.
HAS1 finds improvement covariates qualitatively similar to those found with the ordinary probit, but predicts misclassification probabilities as well. According to the results, the probability that a participant with no improvement reporting an improvement ( 0 α ) takes the lowest possible value, zero, implying that the random component of misclassification in that direction is negligible. The model also predicts a 3.2% probability that participants who improved their family functioning after the program may report that they have not improved ( 1 α ).
The GHAS estimates are noticeably different from those found with ordinary probit and HAS1, albeit not without some similarities. In contrast to HAS1, GHAS indicates that the misclassification probabilities in each direction are substantial (based on model predictions) and depends on several covariates. When considering 0 α , the coefficients of Hispanic dummy, age and pre-score are significant. However, the coefficient of the constant term is not significant confirming that the random component of misclassification is not significant. Older participants, participants with Hispanic origin and people with self-perceived low initial family functioning levels are more likely to show improvement even when they do not improve.
According to GHAS, the probability that true improvement would be reported as no-improvement ( 1 α ) also depends on several covariates. Among the statistically significant determinants of 1 α are the constant term, age, pre-score, and pre-score being close to the upper bound. The results suggest that older people and people with high initial family functioning levels are more likely to misclassify improvement as not happening. Consistent with Likert Scale Bias, people with initial functioning levels closer to the upper bound of the scale have very little or no room to show any improvement and therefore are also likely to be misclassified. The coefficient of the constant term, albeit statistically highly significant, is small in magnitude, suggesting that the random component of misclassification in that direction too is small, consistent with the results of HAS1.
Our most important result, especially in light of the Monte Carlo analysis, is that the predictors of improvement found with GHAS model are not the same as those found using HAS1 and probit, which were consistent. The male and African American dummies, which were significant in HAS1 and probit, are not significant in GHAS. Pre-score and the constant term continue to be significant, but with opposite signs. In addition, several variables that were indicated not important by HAS1 and probit are significant at conventional levels using GHAS. GHAS indicates that Hispanics are more likely to improve than whites, that the participants from two-parent families are more likely to improve than single parents, as are the group that did not report the details of their partner/spouse. Participants who do not report their gender or race, however, are less likely to improve than the participants who report their information. Finally, programs with participants from initially better functioning families and programs with more heterogeneous participants in terms of their pre-scores are more successful than other programs.
Of the differences, the most important is that GHAS indicates that better functioning families are more likely to improve than poor functioning families, a finding
that contrasts with what was found with ordinary probit and HAS1. However, when the initial functioning increases, it increases not only the propensity to improve, but also the propensity to be misclassified and not to show the improvement. This explains why ordinary probit, which does not account for this misclassification, and HAS1, which does not account for the dependence of misclassification on initial functioning, show the opposite.
Given the difference in results, one must wonder which model is the most appropriate. Overall, GHAS has the best fit among the three models in terms of the loglikelihood, adjusted pseudo R-squared (McFadden) and the number of successful predictions (Table 10) . The model, successfully predicts 1,079 of 1,437 outcomes as reported by the data (75.1%), and estimates that 1,264 participants (88.0%) really improve after the SFP program compared to the reported 70.8%. The probit estimate of the number of people improved, for comparison, is 990 (68.9%) which, perhaps not surprisingly, is very close to the observed number. HAS1 lags significantly in the number of correct predictions of the data as a whole and reports, by far, the smallest number of participants who actually improved. Since HAS1 reports there is no probability of someone who improved recording themselves as not improved and a positive probability someone who improved reporting that they did not, this indicates that the main equation seriously underreports the predicted improvement, calling into question the validity of its results. Accordingly, the ultimate effect of misclassification in our observed data could well be a serious underestimation of SFP's efficacy, unless corrected appropriately.
CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis shows how endogenous misclassification in the dependent variable can lead to inconsistent estimates of binary choice models. We provide a method to properly account for endogenous misclassification. Our application to real data from the Strengthening Families Program shows how large the extent of misclassification can be when subjective data is self-reported, and how it affects the parameter estimates. As the results show, the misclassification due to response shift bias and measurement constraints are not factors that a researcher can simply ignore. The presence of two phenomena has the ability to toggle overall conclusions and to substantially underestimate program benefits.
The ultimate goal of evaluating the efficacy of a treatment is identifying its costs and benefits, whether the treatment is preventive, curative or educational. If the results produced are spurious, the researchers and any other users of such results may easily end up with wrong conclusions, which may have severe policy implications. The model presented here provides an effective and easily implemented way to deal with the issue and estimate treatment effects more accurately.
In our study, we ignored the impact of a potential selection bias that could arise if the participants of SFP are systematically different from the non-participants, who do not select in to the program. We can easily correct for selection bias too by combining a selection probit equation with equation (11) and estimating a modified bivariate probit with selection. Limitations of our data did not allow us to pursue this extension, although it is straightforward. Finally, if there is reason to believe that there are unobserved variables that affect the outcome as well as the misclassification probabilities, it may be appropriate to allow the error terms to be correlated which is also straight forward.
Finally, a misclassified polychotomous variable can be dealt with by enhancing the models presented in Abrevaya and Hausman (1999) and Dustman and van Soest (2000) in a manner similar to ours.
The applicability of GHAS to the research problem we explained does not prove its superiority under all situations. Since MLE consistency is an asymptotic property, the relative merits of GHAS and HAS1 are not clearly visible when either the sample size is small or the misclassification probabilities are small. However, our findings show that misclassification probabilities can be important, particularly when data are self-reported and come from a Likert scale.
APPENDIX 1: LIKERT IMBALANCE BIAS
Likert scales are traditionally used to assess subjective views. The literature on the theoretical foundation and empirical application of Likert scales is large (see Cummins and Gullono, 2000) . Our purpose in this appendix is to relate Likert scales to statistical foundations in a way consistent with our analysis in this paper.
Suppose we have an ordinal variable that describes a subjectively measured characteristic, for example, family functioning or happiness. Assume that there is a symmetric, continuous (dense) distribution underlying the characteristic to be measured.
Because the characteristic is subjective we would expect that people would not have the same "scale" or in fact would likely have no real scale for the underlying distribution, instead understanding intuitively that there is a distribution of the characteristic, and of their own place on it. Hence, for example, a respondent might think of her family as "slightly above average" in family functioning, without assigning a specific numerical value to what that means. We assume that there is no bias or misinformation on the respondent's assessment of the characteristic.
A Likert scale gives a context to the subjective distribution, allowing a respondent to anchor her intuitive feeling to a specific numerical value. Hence, take our example of the respondent who thinks of her family's functioning as slightly above average. Faced with a four point Likert scale from 1 to 4, which then would characterize an "average" family at 2.5, our respondent might choose 3 as her estimate of family functioning, since she would assess her family's score as somewhat above 2.5, and thus when forced to round to an integer value, chooses 3. If the same respondent was faced with a 5 point scale (1 to 5, with an average of 3) she would choose between 3 and 4 for her response, depending on how far above average she believes her family functioning to be Since the treatment pushes more people beyond the boundary, the measured treatment effect is always an underestimation. 
